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Spacecraft Simulation 
Challenges



Complex Orbital Dynamics

Atmospheric drag

Flexible 
panels

Solar radiation pressure

Fuel Slosh

Gravitational N-
Body System



Autonomous Algorithm Simulation

Guidance Control

Sensor ProcessingNavigation



Software Challenges

Orbit

Attitude

Thruster

Sensors

Guidance

Navigation

Estimation

Control

Monolithic Simulation

How to verify and validate?

How to reuse code?

How to reduce development costs?

How to continually improve?



Academic - Industry Challenges

https://alisonkirkpatrick.com/tag/ivory-tower/

Academia

Space Research Center or Industry



New Integrated Collaborations

Developed a close mission analysis and research collaboration 
that directly engages graduate students in challenging mission.



Basilisk Astrodynamics 
Simulation Framework



Basilisk Software Architecture (Analysis)

• Monte-Carlo Capability
• Speeds up to 700-1000x
• Software Realtime Mode
• ISC Open Source License

Python Simulation Scenario Scripts

Swig Python Interface Layer

Spacecraft 
Simulation

C++ 
Modules

FSW 
Algorithms

ANSI-C
Modules

MPI
Realtime Visualization

TCP/IP



Basilisk Software Architecture (Flatsat)

Flight Computer

Python Scripts

Python Interface Layer

Spacecraft 
Simulation

C++ 
Modules

FSW 
Algorithms

ANSI-C
Modules

MPI
Realtime Visualization

TCP/IP

Com



Message Passing Interface for BSK Modules

MPI

msg 1

msg 2

msg 3

msg 4

msg 5

msg 6

msg 7

msg 8

Module 1

Creates a common API for 
modules to communicate, thus 

creating module exchangeability.

Module 2

Module 3
Module 4



Sample Spacecraft Simulation Setup

Spacecraft Simulation

RW 1

RW 2

RW 3

RW 4

EOM

- flexible panel
- fuel slosh
- RW jitter
- Gravity harmonics
- N-body gravity
- SRP via OpenGL
- drag vai OpenGL

TH 1 TH 2 TH 3 TH 4

TH 5 TH 6 TH 7 TH 8

ACS Thrusters

TH 1 TH 2

TH 3 TH 4

DV Thrusters

cmds

cmds

cmds

Star 
Tracker

Accelero
meterRate Gyro

Star 
Tracker

Magneto
meter

CSS CSS CSS CSS

CSS CSS CSS CSS

Communication Layer

The C++ device 
modules can 
easily be added  
and connected 
with the the 
simulation.



Spacecraft Simulation

Spacecraft

Gravity Model

RW 1

RW 2

RW 3

RW 4

cmds Atmospheric 
Drag Model

Solar Radiation 
Pressure

Neutral Density 
Model

Planetary Wind 
Model

TH 1 TH 2 TH 3 TH 4

TH 5 TH 6 TH 7 TH 8

ACS Thrusters

cmds

Spacecraft Environment Integration



• Ability to run Monte-Carlo simulations with a range of dispersion

• Data is retained between runs

• Takes advantage of multi-core processors and hyper-threading 

Monte-Carlo Multi-Processing

Swig Python Interface Layer
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BSK Simulation Research



Momentum Exchange Devices

Reaction Wheels Control Moment Gyros Double Gimbal 
Control Moment Gyros

Physics Based 
Imbalance Modeling

Solved the imbalanced RW spacecraft 
dynamics in a manner that complies with power 

rate and angular momentum conservation. 

The simplified “lumped parameter” method of modeling RW jitter is inaccurate due to the nonconservative nature
of adding a system-internal forcing effect as an external disturbance.11 Since angular momentum is not conserved
in this model, a time varying bias in angular velocity is observed. The magnitude of the bias is dependent on the
relative magnitude of the spacecraft inertia versus the reaction wheel imbalance and the wheel speed. For analysis
purposes this does not necessarily present a problem. The overall effect of the angular velocity bias is quite small for
spacecraft that have small wheel imbalance to spacecraft inertia ratios and the amplitude of RW induced jitter may be
computed by subtracting a polynomial fit of appropriate order from the resulting angular velocity. For spacecraft with
poorly balanced reaction wheels or small wheel mass/imbalance to spacecraft inertia ratios this approach may become
problematic. Additionally, it is undesirable to run this model in a simulation involving pointing accuracy assessment,
power assessment, flexible structures, propellant slosh, etc. due to momentum and energy validation being unavailable.

This paper presents a general derivation of equations of motion for a spacecraft with N imbalanced reaction wheels.
A Newtonian/Eulerian formulation approach is employed. Special consideration is given to the computational speed
of the solution. To avoid inverting a large system mass matrix, the equations of motion are written such that rigid
body and RW jitter modes can be solved for sequentially. This provides an elegant analytical one-way decoupling
of the equations of motion using a minimal coordinate set, and avoids the kinematic complexities of general N -th
order solution such as in Reference 12. Since the spacecraft hub is considered to be rigid, flexible dynamics are
not considered. The body of the paper gives detail on the mathematical model, numerical simulation, and draws
conclusions on the results.

II Problem Statement
An offset in the center of mass of the RW from the spin axis, denoted static imbalance, results in an internal force

on the spacecraft. Asymmetric distribution of mass about the RW spin axis, denoted dynamic imbalance, produces an
internal torque on the spacecraft. Figure 1 explains these imbalances geometrically. Ip is a line that is coincident with
the center mass of the RW and defines a principal axis of the RW. The static imbalance results in a center of mass offset
of the RW but does not change the direction of the principal axes. The dynamic imbalance is result of the principal
axes not being aligned with the spin axis. Deflection of the RW wheel bearing due to static and dynamic imbalances
further affects the vibrational modes of the system, however, this effect is beyond the scope of this work and is not
being considered.

ĝs

Ip

Static Imbalance Dynamic Imbalance

Figure 1: Reaction wheel static and dynamic imbalance.

When deriving the equations of motion (EOMs) for a spacecraft with N reaction wheels, an important assumption
is made that the reaction wheels are symmetric and results in the EOMs to be simplified to a convenient and compact
form.11 However, if the reaction wheels are imbalanced the EOMs have to be re-derived to account for the fully-
coupled dynamics between the RWs and the spacecraft. This paper follows a development path using Newtonian and
Eulerian mechanics using a formulation that uses a minimal coordinate description.11

Figure 2 shows the frame and variable definitions used for this problem. The formulation involves a rigid hub
with its center of mass location labeled as point Bc, and N RWs with their center of mass locations labeled as Wci .
The frames being used for this formulation are the body frame, B : {b̂1, b̂2, b̂3}, the motor frame of the ith RW,
Mi : {m̂si , m̂2i , m̂3i}, and the wheel frame of the ith RW, Wi : {ĝsi , ŵ2i , ŵ3i}. The dynamics are modeled with
respect to the B frame which can be oriented in any direction. The Wi frame is oriented such that the ĝsi axis is
aligned with the spin axis of the RW, the ŵ2i axis is perpendicular to ĝsi and points to Wci . The ŵ3i completes
the right hand rule. The Mi frame is defined as being equal to the Wi frame at the beginning of the simulation and
therefore the Wi and Mi frames are offset by an angle, ✓i, about the m̂si = ĝsi axes. These are the necessary frame
and variable definitions needed for this formulation.
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Flexible/Hinged Panel Modeling

Solved the spacecraft dynamics in a general, 
closed-form manner for a series of hinged panels.
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Figure 1. Components, variables and coordinate frames used for this derivation.

function that is useful in determining the stability and frequency response due to different inputs.
However, it neglects the cross coupling affect on the other rotational axes, and the effect on trans-
lational motion. This method is helpful in the early stages of a mission, but lacks fidelity and is
limited in its application.

In contrast, the field of multi-body dynamics has extensive research on modeling flexible dynam-
ics and the equations of motion presented are generalized for complex and diverse problems. This
results in requiring derivation of equations because of generality.2–4 These methods are required for
unique and complex systems because the equations of motion depend on how many joints that are
interconnected. For example, in robotic systems, the number of interconnected joints varies widely,
and the equations of motion are specific to that system.5, 6 Since there are many spacecraft that have
similar designs with appended solar panels, there is a need to develop equations of motion that could
be applied to these spacecraft.

Similar to this paper, multiple publications present models of spacecraft dynamics with appended
solar panels.7–9 However, this previous research is mainly focused on the deployment of solar panels
and how the deployment affects the dynamics of the spacecraft.7–9 Also, the previous research on
deployable solar panels are specific to solar panels that are composed of interconnected bodies. This
paper considers systems where the solar panels are single rigid bodies.

This paper introduces a method of modeling the flexible dynamics of the solar panels by assuming
that the hub of the spacecraft and the solar panels are rigid bodies, but the solar panels are connected
to the hub by single degree-of-freedom torsional springs. The torsional spring constants could be
attenuated to match the natural frequencies of the solar panels which could be found from Finite
Element Analysis or testing. This method in modeling the flexible dynamics is a first order model,
and other effects like bending and torsional bending could be added later. However, in contrast to
earlier work, the multi-body system is allowed to undergo general three-dimensional motions in
translation and rotation.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of this paper is to develop equations of motion describing flexible dynamics of a
spacecraft that can be smoothly integrated into computer simulation. It will reduce the need of
deriving equations of motion for new missions. This formulation is completed in a general way that
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Depletable Mass and Fuel Tank Modeling

Depletable mass system with general setup of 
tanks, thrusters and connections

Tank 1

Tank 3

Tank 2

Nozzle 1 Nozzle 2 Nozzle 3 Nozzle 4 Nozzle 5

1

1

1

0:7 0:3

1



(a) MRO unlit and shadowed facets

Lit facet

Shadowed facet

Unlit facet

Sun vector

(b) MRO sunlit facets

Figure 7. A single time step evaluation of the MRO spacecraft showing sunlit facets
in gold, shadowed facets in blue and facets with a normal vector directed away from
the sun direction in green.

an even greater reduction in computation time due to dedicated GPU hardware’s increased number
of compute units.
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Figure 8. As the model facet count increases so to do the computational savings of the
parallel reduction implementation.

ONGOING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In the SRP analysis of particularly complex spacecraft structures, secondary photon impacts cause
significant variation of the final force and torque results.5 Further work is being undertaken to
implement the ability for the OpenGL method to compute secondary photon impacts. Additionally
the implementation of arbitrary spacecraft articulation is underway and once again employs well
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GPU Based Solar and Atmospheric Pressure Drag

CAD model with 
material properties

Use GPU to evaluate 
forces and torques 
using custom vertex 
shaders

Drag forces can be rapidly computed on complex, 
time-varying geometries at speeds suitable for 

even hardware in-the-loop scenarios.
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three ray reflections. The aggregated force and torque val-
ues are then returned to the CPU bound process where the
values can be integrated into the dynamics propagation
component of a spacecraft numerical simulation.

GPU OpenCL execution

CPU execution

Prepare CAD Model

Compute Ray Plane

Ray Generation

BVH Traversal

Intersection Testing

SRP Computation

Return Force and 
Torque

Ray 
Terminated?No

Yes

Generate BVH

CPU initialization execution
Fig. 1: Illustration of a set of five bounding boxes and a test

ray. Intersections are recorded for the boxes with the dash
outlines.

3. Algorithm Components
The presented approach employs a number of key tech-
niques and algorithms to minimize the otherwise high
computational load of a naive ray-tracing algorithm.
These techniques include

• generation of an acceleration data structure in partic-
ular that of a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH)

• bounding box intersection testing algorithm using
clipping planes

Fig. 2: Illustration of a set of five bounding boxes and a test
ray. Intersections are recorded for the boxes with the dash
outlines.

• the computational fast Möller-Trumbore ray and tri-
angle facet intersection algorithm is used to test for
intersections with a spacecraft facet and ray

and are presented in the subsequent subsections.

3.1 Acceleration Structures

Many acceleration structures are presented in ray and path
tracing literature. Each of these structures offer advan-
tages and disadvantages which are typically dependent on
the model to be rendered.16 This method employs a sim-
ple bounding volume hierarchy to efficiently reduce the
ray intersection search space and therefore the required
ray intersection computations performed. To build the
bounding volume hierarchy a bounding volume is com-
puted for each triangular facet in the spacecraft mesh
model. In this implementation the bounding volume is
computed as a bounding box aligned to the spacecraft
model body frame. To begin, the list of bounding vol-
umes is sorted along the first frame spacecraft body frame
axis. The sorted list is then divided in half and a new
bounding volume is computed around each half of the list.
This process is carried out recursively while, at each new
split, sequentially selecting the sort axis as the next axis
in the body frame triad. This results in a bounding vol-
ume hierarchy that groups successive bounding volumes
as containing facets spatially near to each other.

An efficient method of traversing the bounding volume
hierarchy is a key aspect in the development of real-time
SRP ray-tracing.16 This implementation uses as the BVH
traversal method a depth first search array as described
by Smits.16 An example BVH hierarchy comprising 6
nodes is shown in Figure 3 first as a recursive depth first
search tree and second as a depth first search array with
precomputed skip pointers. In the recursive tree structure,
if bounding volume node A is intersected, the search re-
cursively descends to test for an intersection against node
B. If no intersection is found at node B the recursion meets
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(a) MRO unlit and shadowed facets
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(b) MRO sunlit facets

Figure 7. A single time step evaluation of the MRO spacecraft showing sunlit facets
in gold, shadowed facets in blue and facets with a normal vector directed away from
the sun direction in green.

an even greater reduction in computation time due to dedicated GPU hardware’s increased number
of compute units.
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Figure 8. As the model facet count increases so to do the computational savings of the
parallel reduction implementation.

ONGOING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In the SRP analysis of particularly complex spacecraft structures, secondary photon impacts cause
significant variation of the final force and torque results.5 Further work is being undertaken to
implement the ability for the OpenGL method to compute secondary photon impacts. Additionally
the implementation of arbitrary spacecraft articulation is underway and once again employs well
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Distributed Basilisk 
or Black Lion



Heterogeneous Distributed Simulation Capability

Black Lion
BSK Physics 
Simulation

Flight 
Computer

Ground 
Software

mini-
Lion

mini-
Lion

hardware flight board

mini-
Lion

C++

C++

Python

- dynamic discovery of the simulation 
network topology

- starts and synchronizes the sim
- networks all the message packages

- receives packages and interfaces with 
other code

- consistent translation layer across 
nodes

- can record message stream



Basilisk Visualization



Basilisk Software Architecture (Analysis)

• Monte-Carlo Capability
• Speeds up to 700-1000x
• Software Realtime Mode
• ISC Open Source License

Python Simulation Scenario Scripts

Swig Python Interface Layer

Spacecraft 
Simulation

C++ 
Modules

FSW 
Algorithms

MPI
Realtime Visualization

TCP/IP

ANSI-C
Modules
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